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Introduction
Over the past decade and a half of the Thai education reform, overall education quality has not
improved to a certain desired level despite high investment in the education sector. According to TDRI
(2014), the main problem of Thai education is the inefficient use, rather than the shortage, of resources.
To improve its efficiency and quality, we need to make Thai education system more accountable. For
example, evaluations for teachers’ salary increment should be based on their performances such as
students’ learning outcome improvement, instead of excellence in documentation and research reporting.
Small school merger is another way to enhance efficiency. Due to declining birthrate in Thailand,
the number of small schools (with the number of students below 120) has increased by 50% in the last
decades. In most of these schools, one teacher has to take care of more than one class at the same time,
which reduces quality of teaching and learning. Moreover, during the last decade, there have been only
few hundreds of small schools be closed. This situation tends to deteriorate as Thailand will be completely
aged society in 2025, following Japan.
Japan has also faced declining birthrate and inefficiency of small schools. Before 2000, Japan had
similar situations to Thailand, that few small elementary schools were closed and merged. Then, rates of
small school mergers have been accelerated. Currently, Japan now manages to close 400-500 schools per
year1. The explanation of why and how Japan has accelerated elementary school mergers since 2000
would be very beneficial for Thailand.
Therefore, the main objective of this study is to find lessons learned from Japan for Thailand to
manage challenges of small school mergers. The study has three main questions following: 1. Why have
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small school mergers in Thailand declined? 2. Why have school mergers been accelerated since early
2000s? and 3. What are lessons learned from Japan for Thailand? These three questions will be answered
in the following three chapters.
The chapter 1 provides the brief overview of Thai education quality and equality problem and
shows that challenges of the growing number small school on the education reform. It argues for benefits
of small school mergers and illustrates that the mergers would be hardly avoidable due to the future
demographic change. Then, it describes the development of small school mergers and formulates
explanation for why small schools mergers declined over time.
The chapter 2 describes and explores the development of public elementary school merger in
Japan. It formulates explanation of why small elementary school mergers and closures have been
accelerated since 2000and statistically test it.
Finally, comparing historical development of school mergers in Thailand and Japan, the Chapter
3 draws the lessons learned and policy recommendations for Thailand to manage the challenges of school
mergers.
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Chapter 1
Quality problem of small schools: Challenges for Thai education reform
1.1 Overview of Thai education quality and equality problem
Over the past decade and a half of the Thai education reform, overall education quality has not
improved to a certain desired level but has actually deteriorated. According to Figure 1-1, grade 4 and 8
Thai students’ math scores in the international test called the Trends in International Mathematics and
Science Study or TIMSS continuously declined during 1995-2011. More than a half of students have math
proficiency below level 2 regarded as minimum standard. It means that these students cannot apply
mathematical knowledge for straightforward situation.
Figure 1-1: Trend and distribution of Thai students’ math achievement in TIMSS test

Source: TIMSS, timssandpirls.bc.edu/

The quality of Thai education is not poor across the board. Some students have the same
proficiency level as in the developed countries. About 12% of grade-4 students scored at level 3 and 4
math proficiency in TIMSS. Lathapipat and Sondergaard (2015) discovered that the disparity in Thai
student achievement has been widening. In another international test called Programme for International
Student Assessment or PISA, lower-ability student groups had less improvement in reading scores from
2003-2012 than higher-ability groups.
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The poor quality and high inequality of Thai education system is not attributed to
underinvestment in education services. As figure 1-2 shows, PPP-adjusted public expenditures per head
rose in real term 2.5 times in primary level and 3 times in lower secondary level during 2000-2012.
Figure 1-2 Trend of Thai public expenditures in education over 10 years

Source: World Bank, http://data.worldbank.org/

Rather, the main causes are the inefficient use and allocation of resources. Among various factors
including educational governance and accountability, the spreading of numerous too small schools across
Thai education system is one significant factor for the inefficiency. According to Ministry of Education
(MOE), a small school is defined as one with below 120 students. In 2014, there were 15,506 public small
schools or about 50% of all MOE schools, almost all of which were pre-primary and primary schools2.
These schools had pre-primary and primary student enrollments around 1 million or about one fifth of
total students in MOE schools.
1.2 Disadvantages of small schools
The main disadvantage of small schools is their diseconomies of scale resulting in shortage of
resources. To achieve the same level of quality, the small schools need more operating resources per head.
According to figure 1-3,schools with below 120 enrollments need operating resources 20-40% more than
2
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larger ones to reach a certain proficiency level, which could be defined as the minimum standard,
measured by the national test (Lathapipat and Sondergaard 2015). In other words, with same amount of
per-head resources, the small schools would have poorer performance.
Figure 1-3 Per-head expenditures needed for achieving
a certain proficiency level according to school sizes

Source: Lathapipat and Sondergaard (2015)

In the Thai education system, educational resources are not allocated according to the needs of
each school. By MOE’s guidelines of standard number of teachers, small primary schools should have
about 1 teacher per 20 students and larger schools should have 1 teacher per 25 students. Even though this
guidelines are not effectively implemented as many small schools had 13.4 students per one teacher in the
year 2010, small schools still were in short of teachers taking responsibility for each classroom. As figure
1-4 illustrates, around 5 teachers are responsible for 8 classrooms in small schools.
In addition to personnel, each school receives almost equal per-head subsidies according to their
student enrollments with marginal adjustments for poor economic background of student family and small
size of schools. Consequently, if effectively allocating personnel and financial resources according to
guidelines and rules of the MOE, total public funds small schools receive tend to be lower than what they
need in order to reach the minimum standard.
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Figure 1-4 Average number of classrooms and teacher in schools according to their sizes.

Source: the Office of Basic Education Committee (OBEC), Ministry of Education (MOE), calculated by author

In terms of resource allocation, resources are poorly spread across numerous small schools, rather
than adequately pooled into well-funded schools. For example, a total of 6 teachers are sufficient for one
school with 150 enrollments and 6 classrooms but insufficient for two small schools, each of which has 75
enrollments and 6 classrooms.
It is not surprising that small schools usually have poorer performances than large schools. As
Figure 1-5illustrating the average of grade 4 students’ TIMSS math scores of different school sizes, the
groups of small schools had the scores below the standard level whereas the scores of large schools
reached at standard level.
However, small schools had better average scores than medium-size schools mainly thanks to
ineffectiveness of teacher allocation system which could not distribute teachers to schools according to
their student enrollments. In 2010, small schools had excess teachers by MOE’s standard as they had
average student-teacher ratio at 13.4 below standard ratio at 20 and had per-head costs (including
teachers’ salaries) around 40 thousands baths, around 33% higher than costs of other schools (Lathapipat
and Sondergaard 2015). As a result, some small schools had sufficient resources to reach same or even
better quality than larger schools according to Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-5 Average math scores according to school sizes

Source: TIMSS 2011

Due to low birthrates and declining size of young population, the number of small schools is
expected to grow and the education quality and equality could only get worse without any improvement
intervention. According to Figure 1-6, the number of students declined 13% and the number of small
schools increased by 34% during 2000-2012.It is estimated that the number of students will decline further
by 36% and number of small schools, without any closures, would increase 44% during 2013-2045. In the
year 2045, around 75 percentages of MOE schools are expected to be small.
Figure 1-6 Trend in number of student enrollments and of small schools during 1993-2012 and
their estimation from 2013-2045

Source: the data of the year 1993-2012 from the Office of Basic Education Committee (OBEC), Ministry of Education (MOE) and estimation
by the author using future young population estimates from Population Division, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nation.
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How the problems of small schools should be deal with is one of the main challenges for the Thai
education system.
1.3Small school mergers and closures
1.) Argument for school mergers and closures
For dealing with quality problem of small schools, the common strategyis school merger through
which one or more small schools are closed and students are transferred to other schools. School merger
enhances efficient use and reallocation of resources. As the receiving schools will have larger student
enrollments, they need less adequate costs per head as shown in the figure 1-3.
Without additional funding, school merger could alleviate teacher shortages. According to the
current system of teacher allocation, small schools with 50 enrollments will be unstaffed: 3 teachers
responsible for 6 classrooms. If merging four of these small schools, the new merged school would have
200 students and 12 teachers responsible for 6 classrooms.
School merger also provide some cost savings. From the example above, the merged school
would be overstaffed according to the MOE’s standard as two teachers are responsible for one classroom
and the ratio of students per teacher are lower than the standard ratio of25:1. The MOE might choose to
reduce the number of teacher in the future and reallocate the resources which had been paid for some
teachers’ salary for other education improvement projects.
Let’s look at actual example. Figure 1-7 illustrates the school map of one Local Education Area
(LEA) in Ubonratchathani province in 2010. The points in the map represent schools: blue point as large
schools and other colored points as small schools with different conditions. This LEA had 210 small
schools, of total 254 schools, with 1,569 classrooms and 1,350 teachers. On average, the small schools had
74 students, 6.4 teachers, 7.4 classrooms, each of which has 9.4 students. By the standard student-teacher
ratio at 20 for a small school, the small schools were overstaffed as they were entitled to hire just 990
teachers lower than number of hired teachers. Their average of student-teacher ratios was about 12.
However, they faced teacher shortages in terms of classroom teaching and management. Their average of
classroom-teacher ratios is at 1.25 which means one teacher had to be responsible for more one classroom.
For 135 small schools with classroom-teacher ratios below one, the average of classroom-teacher ratios
increases to 1.6(TDRI 2015).
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Figure 1-7 School map of one local education area in Ubonratchathani province and hypothetical
school mergers

Source: TDRI (2015)

The figure 1-7 shows the hypothetical school mergers. The pink lines represent merging small
schools within 10 kilometers. The distance criteria is derived from some successful cases of school
mergers where parents and local people accepted the school mergers with subsidies for additional
transportation and their students still can access to the schools. With such criteria, 200 small schools could
have be merged into 55 larger new ones or grouped into 55 networks. Consequently, they would have had
276 students on average. If applying the current standard that 30 students per classroom in pre-primary
level and 40 students in the other levels, the number of classrooms would have remained just 521 from
more than 1,500. The hired teachers around 1,308 would have been responsible for 521 classrooms or one
classroom would have been managed by 2 and half teachers. Therefore, school mergers could eradicate
teacher shortages for almost all small schools in the area.
In addition, there would have been excess supply of teachers according to the current standard of
student-teacher ratio at 25:1. As a result of school mergers demands for teachers would have decreased
remaining just around 673 lower than the number of hired teachers (TDRI 2015).
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With the excess supply of teachers, some 40-student classrooms could be divided into more
number of 30- or 20- student classrooms. Alternatively, these teachers could be transferred to other
understaffed schools or when they are retired, financial resources which had been paid for their salaries
could be reutilized for other education improvement strategies.
In some cases where school closure is locally resisted, school network or cluster, which could be
viewed as one form of school merger, is implemented instead. Networking brings small schools together
to share resources and to jointly provide education services while maintaining their institutions and
buildings. One example is Kangjan school network in Loei province in Thailand, where four small schools
with inadequate resources, voluntarily formed partnership sharing resources to improve their quality.
Before networking, each school had three teachers responsible for eight small classrooms. After
networking, 32 small classrooms were reorganized into 8 larger classrooms with around 30 students and,
consequently, 12 teachers are responsible for 8 classrooms.
World Bank’s study (2015) found a vast majority of small schools are located not far from each
other and could be merged without impairing students’ access to schools. The study defines schools as
non-isolated if there is at least one schools located with 20 minutes from them. It also redefines small
schools as one with average classroom size below 20 students. With the criterion and definition, there are
around 17 thousand non-isolated small schools. If these small schools had been merged with each other or
larger ones in 2010, the number of classroom with less than one teacher would have been reduced from
110,725 to 12,600. As a result, average number of teacher per classroom would have increased from 1.15
to 1.39.
To ensure students’ access to schools, MOE should also compensate some subsidies for
additional transportation costs or provide mini-buses for travel service between students’ home and
schools.
For isolated small schools located in the mountain or faraway rural area, school merger or school
network should not be applied as students’ access to schools would be impaired. Rather, they should be
provided additional teachers and funding up to the adequate level. In addition to the distance factor, there
could be other local factors which should be considered before making decision on school mergers.
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In brief, the school merger and school network could be the main strategy for school
improvement although they are unsuitably applied to all cases of small schools. The merger would
increase the efficient use of resources such as reducing teacher shortages without additional resources,
which would result in quality improvement.
2.) Can small school mergers be avoided?
School merger or school network is not the only the improvement strategy for small schools and
is not appropriate for some conditions as mentioned above. However, well-implemented non-merger
strategies need a lot of investment. As far as resource constraints, demographic change and education
quality are concerned, some small schools unavoidably need to be merged in the future along with other
strategies.
Redesigning the system of resources allocation is alternative way to improve quality of small
schools. Instead of currently providing equal per-head funding for schools, the funding formula might be
used to calculate total funding each school needs for providing minimum quality of education. The
formula takes into account school size and other factors which have significant impacts on students’
learning outcomes, such as, students’ socio-economic backgrounds. With the formula, small schools and
schools with higher proportions of disadvantaged students will receive higher total funding. In terms of
teacher allocation, understaffed schools should be provided additional teachers based on the principle that
every classroom should be taken responsibility by one teacher. Small pre-primary and primary schools
should have at least 6-8 teachers.
It would have been necessary to hire new teachers about 30% of total OBEC teachers in order to
fill up at least one teacher per classroom for every school in the year 2013. As demand for new hires
would grow following increasing trend of small schools and teachers would get higher position, their
salary budget would enormously expand. The estimated expansion of salary budget is illustrated in Figure
1-8. Given increasing number of small schools, as shown in Figure 1-6, without any school merger, the
figure 1-8 compares the estimated teacher demands and their salary budgets between two cases. In the
baseline case where the current teacher allocation is applied, many small schools would face teacher
shortages as they do. For the improvement case where understaffed schools are entitled to hire new
teachers until having one teacher per classroom, teacher demand would grow around 30%more than the
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baseline. Teacher salary budget, in real terms, need to be added 30% up from the baseline in initial period
and the additions would reach 30% over the period.
Figure 1-8 Comparing estimates of the number of required teachers and salary budget from 2010-2045 between
when using current standard number of teachers and when filling up at least one teacher per classroom

Source: analysis by the author

Meanwhile, it is difficult to raise Thai education budget much as it currently reaches20-25% of
total government budget, the highest among public expenditures. Not to mention, other public service of
which costs would rise in the aging society such as health cost would compete for public resources.
Moreover, the policy would exacerbate unsuitable allocation of resource within education sectors
budget. Currently, the MOE’s budget composed of 70-75% salary budget and few shares for students’
activities and learning material improvement. The expansion of teacher salary budget would absorb future
resources from other education improvements, such as investment in educational technology and projects
of student learning activities, of which budgets currently are few.
Similarly, although adopting multi-grade teaching and education technologies could support
under-resourced small schools, it could not be well-implemented with marginal costs, considering
accumulated capitals of Thai education needed in these strategies. To reduce teacher shortage, some
education systems and schools reorganize one-grade to multi-grade classrooms consist of different aged
student groups. Teachers are trained to provide instructions almost all subjects or provide 1-2 subjects
12

covering many grades, and to manage multi-grade classrooms. Whereas, most of Thai teachers are trained
to give instructions and manage the classroom of same aged students and to teach just one or two subjects
for few grades. Therefore, to adopt high-quality multi-grade teaching, Thai education needs to overhaul
system of pre-service and in-service professional development.
Information and communication technology facilitate organizational change of teaching. ICT
could replace some content-based and instruction-based parts of teaching works. Teacher might take care
of two or more classroom by giving advanced instructions for one classroom and other classrooms learn
basic contents with web-based or video-based teachers. However, Thai education still needs a vast
investment in education technologies and other components which support effective adoption of
educational technologies. The one-tablet-per-child project, launched in 2012 providing every first-grade
student a tablet, failed partly because of lack of in-depth professional development for teachers, lack of
technical staffs in schools and underinvestment in R&D for educational software and contents. Before the
project implementation, there were only 13% of schools with teachers often using ICT in lesson planning
and teaching3, 56% with no technical staff and around 78% with no access to wireless internet4.
All in all, the school merger seems to be inevitable in the future and the choices of solution is
varied combinations of school mergers along with other non-merger strategies rather than “either to merge
all small schools or not”.
1.4 Politics on school mergers in Thailand
Above are technically rational claims for benefits of small school mergers and closures. They are
answers for question why we should merge small schools. However, what to do to manage small school
mergers needs different answers. In present, it is very difficult to merge and close small schools in
Thailand. School mergers and closures are avoided as most stakeholders resisted school merger and
closures. The answers seem related to politics on school mergers and distribution of benefits of school
merger.
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Ministry of Education.
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Over more than one decade, there seems to be decreasing trend of school closures. Figure 1-9
shows that about 226 or 2 % of small schools per year were closed in the period 1997-2003. Then, number
of schools closures reduced remaining just 0.58% of small school per year in the period of 2004-2009 and
0.78 % during 2010-2013.
Figure 1-9 The declines in the number of MOE schools as proxy of school closures5.

Source: calculated from MOE statistics

In the first period, school closures were accelerated partly due to financial crisis and loan
conditions of Asia Development Bank (ADB) to cut government expenditures including education
budgets. The turning point is in the second period. Observably, the number of closures was very unstable
and sharply fell after the peak of school closures in the year 2003 and 2007. In the recent years, as the
closures are slowed down, their number has been stably low. This shows the strong resistance against the
closures.
Why were there strong resistance against the school mergers and closures? Even though school
mergers seem to give overall benefits, stakeholders get uneven distribution of benefits. The central
5

The number of MOE schools might decline due to other reasons beyond school mergers and closures. One main factor might be educational decentralization process
which transferred MOE schools to belong to local governments. In the figure 1-9, the number of schools transferred to local government is reduced from total number of
school declines.
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government gets almost all the benefits and can redistribute them among public services. As mentioned in
the section 1.3, when small schools are merged, the education budget would decline as a result of the
reduction in the demand for teachers and other fixed costs. The government would have more free
resources and make decision on the reallocation of such resources (See summary of benefits and costs of
different stakeholders in Table 1-1).
On the other hand, other stakeholders lost their interests and are not offered clear benefits. For
local people, such cost reductions immediately mean moving public resources out of their communities
and declines in educational investment. After school mergers, the number of schools in their area would
be reduced. Rather than be reallocated to other educational uses or other public services within the local
area, the saved resources would be retuned back to the central government, as mentioned above. Or they
could be reallocated to other areas. When small school are merged resulting in excess teachers according
to the MOE’s guidelines, such excess teachers could be reallocated to other schools outside the local
areas6 despite having under-resourced and understaffed small schools in the areas.
Even though decisions-making process on school merger issues needs local public hearing as
stipulated in law since 2008, local people have no participation or no voice in the reallocation of saved
resource. It is unknown where the resources would be reallocated still in education service in their
community or to others.
When children have to travel farther to other schools after school mergers, parents are more
concerned about travel and the additional transportation costs. Currently, additional subsidies per head for
transportation after school mergers are not higher than 20 baths which, according to interview with some
local people and teachers, are insufficient at least in some areas to guarantee safe and sound travel (TDRI
2015). At the same time, they might see no clear educational benefits of school mergers because some
larger schools in their area have low educational outcomes.
For principals and teachers, their “rights” to be moved with consents would be violated. In normal
situation, although some schools are overstaffed while others are understaffed, teachers cannot be

6

The resources would be reallocated within Local Education Area (LEA) where schools are merged. However, LEA covers broader areas. Some LEAs cover the all area
of the provinces.
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reallocated without their consents. But with school mergers, they could be reallocated in case number of
teacher exceeds the standard.
Local boards of education are in between actor influenced by proponents and opponents above.
The board members consist of civil-servant superintendent and some members designated from MOE
which are agents of central policy implementation. Meanwhile, other board members are the
representatives of local people, parents, principals, and teachers. In addition, local boards have to carry out
public hearing from local people as mentioned above and, in some cases, face local protests.
Table 1-1 Benefits and costs of different stakeholders from school mergers and closures

Source: analysis by the author.

All in all, there are fundamental conflicts in benefit distribution of school merger between the
government as the only supporter for school merger policy and others including local people, parents, and
principals and teachers as the losers. Furthermore, the resistances became stronger and stronger when the
school closures were accelerated as mentioned above or some governments carelessly announced to shut
down small schools across the country by claiming that government were in short of resources and needed
to cut some increasing education cost. Currently, the school merger policy seems to be turned on its head
as the Ministry of Education (MOE) just announced to scrap the merger plan.
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1.5 Conclusion: How to overcome these challenges?
To improve educational quality of small schools, there are many alternatives beyond school
closures and mergers. The local people and frontline principals and teachers should have make decision on
improvement strategies with experts’ consultations. Meanwhile, it is not logic of “either or” but “both
and”. Considering additional investment in new improvement strategies, budget constraints and increasing
trend of small schools, small school mergers will be inevitable.
Just claiming budget constraint and expenditure cut needs, MOE has failed to proceeds the school
merger policy. Under the current decision making processes of school mergers and resource reallocation,
other stakeholders including local people and parents see ambiguous benefits but obvious immediate costs.
How do we design polices which local people and parents can make their own decision consents?
The next chapter will explore the development of elementary school mergers in Japan, one of forerunners
entering aging society, falling birth rates, declining trend of student enrollments, and increasing trend of
small schools. Japan had struggled to merge small school before school closures and mergers are
accelerated. It is expected that its development will shed the light on the ways to overcome the challenges
of Thai small school mergers.
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Chapter 2
Development of elementary school mergers in Japan
Japan has been praised for its high educational quality and equality at least in terms of
international test scores, claimed as one significant factor for its economic success. It might be arguably
unsuitable to learn education development lessons and policies from the comparison between Japan and
Thai education system as they are now at different stages of education development and confront different
challenges.
However, Japan is one of the forerunners going through demographic changes towards aging
society which Thailand has been closely following. As the number and share of young population have
declined, both countries are similarly facing the challenges in managing small schools.
The development of Japan elementary school merger is an interesting lesson for Thailand. Before
2000, Japan had similar situations to Thailand, that few small elementary schools were closed and merged.
Then, rates of small school mergers have been accelerated without strong local resistances. The
explanation of why and how Japan has accelerated elementary school mergers since 2000 would be very
beneficial for Thailand for dealing with challenges of small school mergers.
This chapter is divided into 4sections. The section 2.1 gives the overall trend of the number of
small schools and school closures and mergers. In the section 2.2, the explanation or hypothesis for
development of elementary school mergers in Japan is discussed. It explains why school mergers were
accelerated since 2000 and why there is no strong local resistance unlike in Thailand. Then, in the third
sections, the hypothesis is statistically tested. The final section is the conclusion.
2.1 The brief overview of small elementary schools
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) defines small
elementary schools as schools with lower than 12 classrooms. According to Figure 2-1 (a), the number of
small schools grew by 8% from 11.5 in 1990 to 12.5thousands in 2000. Then, the number of small school
continuously decreased to 10 thousands or almost a half of public elementary schools in 2012.
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For comparison with Thailand, small schools should be redefined as schools with less than 120
students. Another reason for redefinition is that Japan definition is also too broad possibly covering
schools of both with and without cost efficiency concerns. For example, both elementary schools with six
forty-student classrooms and schools with three seven-student classrooms are defined as small schools
according to Japan definition despite very different level of cost efficiency.
Figure 2-1 Trends of number of elementary student enrollments and small schools
(a) Small schools with lower than 12 classrooms

(b) Small schools with below 150 students

Source: School Basic Survey

Because the data of schools with below 120 students are unavailable, the study redefines small
schools as schools with students below 149. By this new definition, the number of small schools still has
similar trend to of originally defined small school seven though much lower than by the original
definition. According to the figure 2-1(b). It increased by 9% during 1990-2001from 7.4 to 8.1 thousands
and, then declined by 17 %. In the year 2012, it remained just 6.8 thousands or 32% of total elementary
schools, lower than in Thailand.
The growth of small schools was caused by declines in young population and student enrollments.
During 1990-2000, elementary student enrollments declined by 21%. However, their declines have been
caused by school mergers and closures rather than increases in student enrollments. During 2001-2012,
student enrollments declined just 8%.
19

The low cost efficiency of small schools, rather than their quality, is the main concerns for school
mergers and closures. Japanese small schools have high performances on par with the larger schools.
Figure 2-2 shows the small schools have almost same average of grade 4 math scores at level 3 of
proficiency in TIMSS as larger schools.
Figure 2-2 AverageTIMSS math scores in different schools of size groups in 2011

Source: TIMSS 2011

High-performance of small schools is partly the result of the system of resource allocation which
provides adequate level of educational inputs for each school. For example, according to the regulation,
every elementary school should be provided with at least one teacher per classroom regardless of
classroom and school size. Figure 2-3 shows that every prefecture had higher ratios of teacher per one
classroom than 1.2 which means all of them have at least one teacher responsible for every classroom
although some prefectures had higher number of classrooms.
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Figure 2-3 Ratio of teachers per classroom and
proportions of number of small classrooms in prefectures in the 2012

Source: School Basic Survey

Figure 2-4 Per-head costs and proportions of number of small classrooms in prefectures in the 2012

Source: School Basic Survey
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Even though providing high performance of small schools, this system of resource allocation
incurred the concerns about expensive costs or lower cost efficiency of small schools. According to figure
2-4, prefectures with higher number of small schools tended to have higher per-head costs. While small
classroom and school size are expensive, some research found few positive impacts of classroom size
reduction on students’ learning outcomes (Hojo 2011 and Akabayashi and Nakamura 2012). Fiscal
Council (2007) found that, in the case of elementary school, where per-capita operating expenses had been
1.02 million yen, after school consolidation, the per head costs remained just 670 thousand yens. (財政制
度等審議会, 2007, cited in Masato (2012))
The cost efficiency concerns have been growing not only because of increasing number of small
schools. As Japan moves towards an aging society, health care costs have also grown competing for public
resources. Meanwhile, the tax revenues as the main source of public resources shank as Japan economy
went into recession the periods of low economic. Public debts financing is unsustainable and become
limited when accumulated debts are high.
However, the only concerns would not lead to cut in inefficient costs of small schools. What
factors have contributed to Japan school mergers is explored in the sections below.
- Development of small elementary mergers and closures
School mergers and closures in Japan were accelerated since 2000. According to figure 2-5,
during 1990-1999, the trend in number of school closures was on a plateau and, on average, 95 schools
were closed per year or 1.2 % of all small schools. Then, during 2000-2012, its trend was increasing from
2.2 % in 2000 to around 4% in 2011. On average, 228 schools were closed per year or 3% of all small
schools.
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Figure 2-5 Trend of the number and rates of school closures during 1990-2012
(a) The number of school closures
(b) The number of school closures

Source: School Basic Survey, calculated by the author

Two questions are raised. First, why have school mergers been accelerated since 2000? Secondly,
why is there no strong local resistance, unlike that in Thailand?
2.2 The Explanation for development of elementary school mergers
2.2.1 Why since 2000?
1) Brief Explanation
Local governments, who can have influences on decisions making about school mergers, have
become incentivized to cut inefficient per-head educational costs due to significant changes of local fiscal
conditions and system since the early 2000s. As Figure 2-6 shows, despite increasing per-head cost and
number of small classroom, school closures remained low until 2000. After then, the local governments
have consolidated to cut the costs of small school.
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Figure 2-6 Trend of the number of school closures and per-head costs during 1990-2012

Source: School Basic Survey and Survey on Local Educational Expenditure

Local governments have no legislative authority on administration of almost all compulsory
education matters. The current system of educational administration is divided into three levels. At the
centre, MEXT is responsible for educational standard setting and providing implementation guidance and
support, including school mergers and closures. At the other two local levels, prefectural and municipal
governments, the boards of education are legally established as one executive organ dealing with
educational matters by following MEXT’s educational standards and educational laws. Prefectural boards
of education are mainly responsible for decisions concerned with educational personnel management
including teacher employment, transfer, position promotion, disciplinary matters and salary increases.
Municipal boards of education have main duties on management of their schools, for example, educational
planning for student admission, establishment and closures of school, selecting textbooks, and
determining school administration regulations (Koyama 2008).
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Figure 2-7 The current system of education administration

Source :adopted and adjusted from Saito, Y.; Miura A., (2004).

However, local governments and councils, both of which are direct elected by popular voters,
could influence to some extent on educational matters at least through board appointment and resources
allocation mechanisms. First, the boards of education, composed of 5 members in prefectural level and 3
members in municipal level, are appointed by the chiefs of the local public bodies with consent from local
assembly. Since Decentralization Law 2000, the boards can appoint superintendents, who are in charge of
carrying out all duties pertaining to the boards under direction of boards, without MEXT’s approval. In
practice, the superintendents with well-known information and closeness to local educational
administration could influence on the decisions of the boards. As a result, the influences of local
government became higher in the past when central government could intervene in educational
administration through the appointment of superintendents. The appointment of the prefectural
superintendents was required to be approved by the MEXT and the appointment of the municipal
superintendents was required to be approved by the prefectural boards of education (Koyama 2008 and
Nitta 2008).
Secondly, local governments and councils have legal authority on budget planning and resource
allocation among public services including education service. Local governments are mainly responsible
for public education expenditures. They can deny some educational policies proposed by and put fiscal
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pressures on boards of education to implement cost reductions in order to reallocate resources for other
services.
While MEXT’s education standards and policies about small schools and school mergers
remained the same during 1990-2012, there are at least two significant changes in local fiscal situations
and system which, in turn, have accelerated school mergers and closures (See summary of explanation in
the figure 2-8).
First, local governments have faced harder and harder budget constraints since 2000. Before
2000, budget constraint was soft. The higher public expenditures were, the higher subsidies local
governments were entitled to from the central government. Their main incentive was to compete for
subsidies rather than to improve cost efficiency of public services. After the year 2000, with long-term
low economic growth and highly accumulated debts, local government received lower subsidies. More
important, fiscal reform was implemented in year 2004 which systematically reduced overall subsidies
from central government. Local governments need to cut inefficient costs of some public services,
including education sector by merging small schools, to reallocate resources for the other services.
Second, local governments have higher autonomy in resource allocation from education budget.
To illustrate this point, imagine two extreme cases of educational funding sources. On one extreme side
where total education budget was funded by central government, local governments could not reallocate
resources from education sector to others. On the other side, if the total budget was from local revenues,
local governments could more easily reallocate resources to other sectors. Since 2004, the ratio of local
expenditure in education budget rose towards the latter situations, facilitating local governments to
reallocate resources from educational sectors under harder budget constraint. Cost-savings or efficiency
improvement strategies including school mergers have been implemented to free up some resources for
reallocation.
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Figure 2-8 Summary of explanation

Source: analysis by author

In next sub-sections, the fiscal system of Japan and its changes related to budget constraints and
resources allocation which incentivized local governments to merge small schools are described in details.
2) Long Explanation
- Fiscal system and education financing
One of main features of fiscal system in Japan is that local governments are responsible for
providing many public services and highly dependent on subsidies from central governments. Local
governments have insufficient local resources for their expenditures of public services and works. For
example, in the fiscal year 2002, local governments had local tax revenues 33.4 trillion yens while total
public expenditures were 94.8 trillion yens. Local governments are provided with two main subsidies:
local allocation tax and national treasury disbursement. The total amount of these subsidies was worth
32.7 trillion yens, nearly the same as the local revenues in the fiscal year 2002.
Total public school education expenditures consisted of local governments’ distributions about
70%, divided into prefectural government for 39% and municipal government for 31%, and the national
government’s distributions about 30%. The local shares included tax revenues, local tax allocation
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subsidies, and other sources for example, local bonds. The national shares came from national treasury
disbursement for the education service.
Figure 2-9 Local expenditures and sources of revenues in the fiscal year 2002

Source: Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC) (2005)White Paper on Local Public Finance.

Below, the two subsidies are described and discussed: Local allocation tax related to local budget
constraint issues and national treasury disbursement related to issues of local autonomy in resource
allocation.
Figure 2-10 Shares of education budget according to different levels of governments

Source: Survey on Local Educational Expenditure
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- Local allocation tax (LAT)
Local allocation tax has two main purposes. First, it ensures the standard public service
provisions of local governments across the country regardless of wealthy level in areas. Secondly, it
equalizes disparities of local resources among regions by redistributing resources among them. In
addition, LAT is general subsidy which local governments have autonomy to allocate for their own
purposes. Unlike national treasury disbursement, LAT subsidizes local government without impairing
local autonomy.
Figure 2-11 The sources of supply for LAT and calculation of entitled amount of LAT

The amount of LAT is determined by supply side and demand side. On the supply side, LAT
subsidies are funded from a revenue pool based on shares of five national taxes. In present, their shares are
around 30%7. According to the Local Allocation Tax Law, the shares could be reviewed and raised in case
where 10% or more unfulfilled demands for amount of LAT continue for consecutive 2 years and are

7

LAT’s shares of income tax and alcohol tax revenues are 32% while share of revenues from corporate tax, consumption tax and tobacco tax are 35.8%, 29.5% and 25%,
respectively (Mochida 2012).
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expected to be longer. However, the shares have not been raised since 1996 despite the long period of
such case. Local bonds have been issued financing the pool, instead. (Mochida 2008)
On the demand side, local entitlement to the LAT subsidies is obtained from the differences
between standard revenues and standard expenditures. The standard revenues are 75 % of expected local
tax revenues plus other local revenues. The standard expenditures are obtained from the sum of standard
expenditures in all standard public services. In each public service, the formula is as following:
Standard expenditures= unit of measurement * unit cost * adjustment coefficients
For example, as prefectures are partly responsible for elementary teacher salary costs, number of
teachers is unit of measurement in the calculation. The unit cost is portions of one teacher’s salary
responsible for by prefectures, estimated by Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC). MIC
derives a teacher’s salary from national salary schedule and some assumptions on teacher ages, positions
and others, then, subtracts it from portions subsidized by national grants. The remainders are the unit
costs.
The unit cost is applied to all prefectures with differences in terms of natural, social, current
conditions, and others. So unit cost is adjusted by coefficients for such differences. In the teacher salary
case, unit cost is adjusted to reflect different teacher age composition, different area allowances and
different coldness allowances of different prefectures. 8
Municipalities are responsible for administrative and other operating costs for elementary schools.
The unit of measurement includes the number of pupils, classrooms and schools as the administrative and
operating costs vary according to them. Their unit costs are determined by MIC using similar calculation
methods for unit costs of teacher salaries mentioned above.
The unit costs are also adjusted for local conditions with many coefficients. For example, two
coefficients are included adjusting for demographic changes. As consequences of decreasing young
population, some municipalities might face sudden declines in number of classrooms and schools and,
8

A hypothetical local public body is simulated with a certain level of population size, area, service scale, and other factors. Number of schools and education personnel
and its costs are determined by using national salary schedule. Then, after subtracting by national grants for teacher salary costs, the remainders are divided by number of
personnel resulting in unit cost.
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without adjustment coefficients, face financial difficulties from sharp declines in the standard
expenditures and amount of LAT. The two coefficients slow down the decline in amount of LAT (See
details in Box 2-1).Other coefficients are adjusted for school density to reflect additional costs of school
buses for pupils in remote areas and coldness to reflect additional cost for heats and of removing snow.

Box 2-1 Calculation of adjustment coefficient for sudden school and classroom declines
According to the official document of MIC*,in the fiscal year 2014, the formula of adjustment coefficient
for sudden school declines is as following.
The adjustment coefficient =

(𝐵−𝐴)∗1+(𝐶−𝐵)∗1+(𝐷−𝐶)∗0.9+(𝐸−𝐷)∗0.9+(𝐹−𝐸∗0.3)
+1
𝐴

Adjustment part

Baseline part

where A, B, C, D, E, and F are the number of schools in the year 2014, 2013, 2012, 2011, 2010, and 2009,
respectively.
The formula is divided into two parts: the adjustment part and baseline part. The adjustment part includes
school declines in the last 4 years and current years. The baseline part is one. If there is no change in number of
schools, the adjustment part will be zero and the coefficient will be equal to the baseline which means there is no
adjustment for unit cost. On the other hand, there are some school declines, the adjustment part will be higher
than 0 and the coefficient will be higher than 1, whose magnitude of additions depends on magnitude of declines
in number of schools.
The adjustment coefficient for sudden classroom declines has similar formula but since the fiscal year
2008 included just three previous years’ classroom declines. Before the fiscal year 2008, the number of previous
years of school and classroom declines which would be taken into account in calculation of adjustment
coefficients was five years during 1994-2001 and reduced to be four years in the fiscal year 2002 and then 3 years
during 2003-2007. (Masato 2012)
* The author thanks to Professor Hirofumi Takada who provided the documents and translated and explained them for the author.
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The standard expenditures in education sector will be summed up with expenditures in other
public services to calculate the entitled amount of LAT. After receiving LAT subsidies, local governments
have autonomy to allocate them according to their plans and need to provide the standard quality of public
service set by the law. They need not to allocate their subsidies for each public service according to
calculated standard expenditures in each service.
In the past, the mechanism of LAT worked well to achieve its two main purposes mentioned
above. Local governments with fewer local revenues than standard expenditures will receive amount of
LAT subsidies for standard public provision required by the central government. The disparities among
local bodies were also reduced. The poorer governments received higher amount of LAT subsidies.
Moreover, some poor or remote jurisdictions ended up having more financial resources than those
available in the richest ones.
For example, Mochida (2012) compared Aichi prefecture where industrial complex of big
company and Shimane which is a remote rural prefecture. The former prefecture collected local tax of JPY
143,000 per capita higher than the latter collecting only JPY 87,000 per capita. But, after the LAT
transfer, the former had local resources JPY 158,000 less than the latter with JPY 341,000.
On the negative side of LAT subsidies, local governments faced soft budget constraint reducing
their incentives to make more efficient use of resources. They could be entitled to get higher amount of
LAT compensating for higher inefficient costs.
In education sector, local governments with more proportions of small classroom and schools
have higher inefficient costs. That said, they do not have incentive to merge small classroom and schools
because the number of classroom and schools and teacher demands will be calculated for standard
expenditures. They get higher the entitled amount of LAT. In contrast, the mergers would lessen number
of classrooms, teacher demands and schools, resulting in declines in the standard expenditures.
Although some components of LAT could be interpreted as incentives for school merges, the
mergers are not the best strategy for local governments under the soft budget constraint. With the
adjustment coefficients for declines in number of classrooms and schools, even though many schools and
classrooms were merged and the actual per-head costs rapidly declined, the standard expenditures and
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amount of LAT subsidies will gradually decrease. It seems local bodies get some benefits from school
mergers and can use these benefits for other services. Under the soft budget constraint, local governments
could receive higher amount of LAT subsidies for other services without school mergers.
On the supply-side, funding sources for LAT had been expanded in the long periods of highgrowth economy and expansion of national tax revenues. After the end of high growth era, the sources
were financed by local debt issuance, which increased local debts to around 37% of GDP in 2001
(Mochida 2008 and 2012).
Figure 2-12 The calculation of LAT

- National treasury disbursement
National treasury disbursement can be considered as centrally obligatory shares of public service
costs or a kind of earmarked grants the central government is required to provide for specific purposes. As
seeking to standardize local public services, the central government determines purposes of grant uses and
conditions of local provisions and shares the services costs with local bodies.
For example, as students’ learning outcomes significantly depend on the adequate number of
teachers, the Law of standard number of personnel in compulsory levels stipulates minimum required
number of teachers in the elementary schools according to number of classroom. In brief, elementary
schools in every prefecture must have at least one teacher per classroom. Until the year 2003, the central
government provided national grants for paying a half of teacher salary budgets in prefectural
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governments. These grants cover only salaries of required number of teachers according to the Laws.
Prefectures are fully responsible for excess teachers’ salaries.
Municipalities also receive national grants for some costs of administrations and school buildings
of which conditions are legally determined by the central government.
On the negative side, local governments have limited autonomy in utilization of these grants. The
local bodies are not allowed to use these subsidies for other purposes beyond centrally determined ones.
They are not allowed to reallocate the education grants for other public service which are the most needed
for local people. They also have to follow conditions specified by the central government, for example,
they have difficulties to hire part-time teachers (Mochida (2008). Decentralization had been called for and
their requests were materialized in the fiscal reform 2003, which will be discussed below.
- Reform in Local Allocation Tax from soft to hard budget constraint
There was shift from soft to harder budget constraint for local governments since 2000. As figure
shows, the amount of LAT increased about 8 trillion yens or 57% increase in during 1990-2000. Then, it
began to decline. During 2000-2007, amount of LAT declined 7 trillion yens or 32%, which was largely
diminished for the first time since 1950 (Mochida 2007).
Figure2-12 The amount of LAT before and after reform in Local Allocation Tax

Source: The data during the fiscal year 1990-2012 from Statistics Bureau website www.e-stat.go.jp, the data in fiscal year 2013 from White
Paper on Local Public Finance 2015 and the data in the fiscal year 2014 and 2015, which are initial and draft budget data, from Jones, Randal
s. and Fukawa, K.(2015), summarized by the author.
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As Japan economy went into recession since 1990, the national tax revenues which are the main
sources for LAT subsidies decreased. Meanwhile, local demands for LAT expanded because of the
decrease in local tax revenues and fiscal package for stimulating the economy. These growing gaps
between the entitled amount of LAT and supply have been financed by issuing debts instead of increasing
up the contribution rates of national tax, about 30% mentioned above, to the pool.
Local debts surged more than double from 15 percent of GDP to 35 percent in FY 2000.
However, debt financing is unsustainable and exhausted. The local debts remained around 40% of GDP in
2000s (Mochida 2012). One reason is some prefectures and municipalities were approaching the ceiling
level of local debts. By the fiscal rules, when debt service payment ratio reaches 18%, local governments
are required to get approval from the national government to issue additional loans (Mochida 2012).. In
year 2000, even though the average of ratios in prefectures and municipalities, at 12% and 10.9%
respectively, seemed to be far below under the ceiling, some prefectures had the ratios exceeded 15% and
its rapid growth raised the local concerns with fiscal status (Shirai2004).
Another reason is that local bond repayment costs are accounted in the LAT formula. Local
government expected that their debts would be redeemed by central government through LAT rather their
own resources. It was estimated that local governments could perceive just 47% of debt outstanding as
their own liabilities (Mochida 2012).
Figure2-13 The local allocation tax subsidies under hard budget constraint regime

Source: summarized by the author
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Since 2003-2004, systematic fiscal reform called Trinity reform was implemented. One of three
components under the reform is to streamline amount of LAT. To reduce the standard expenditures, the
central government narrowed down item coverage of LAT which has been expanded broader than
standard public service to stimulate local economy. As the Council of Economic and Fiscal Policy (CEFP)
set up by Ministry of Finance reviewed, planned local expenditure budget exceeded the actual expenditure
in the investment expenses about 5 trillion JYP and was misappropriated for compensating the shortages
in the revenues for current costs, for example wages and welfare costs. In FY2005, CEFP set reform
guideline to cut investment 700 trillion, local bonds 1.88 trillion and wages 275 billion which would result
in 12,400 cut in the number of local public officials including teachers (Monchida 2008).
The unit costs in some public service has been also been cut. For example, for municipalities,
during 2003-2007 the student-level and the classroom-level unit costs were reduced 12.4% and 12.2%,
respectively. The school-level unit costs declined from around 10 to 7.3 million yens or almost 30%
during 2003-2006 before rebounding to 8.3 million yens in the year 20079.
For prefecture, unit costs for teacher’s salaries increased a few because the portions of teacher
salary budgets responsible by national government declined from a half to a third since the trinity reform
and the portions responsible by prefectural governments, which are included in calculation of unit cost,
increased. Despite no data clearly showing whether unit cost were reduced or not if the nationally
responsible portions would have remained the same, that teacher salaries have declined10(OECD 2012 and
UNESCO 2015) is one evidence indicating the reductions.
Some adjustment coefficients also been scaled back. For example, the formula of adjustment
coefficients for the sudden declines in number of classrooms and schools takes into account the number of
school declines in the previous years. The more the previous year school declines are included, the higher
the declines in amount of LAT are compensated for. Since 2003, the number of previous years included
for classroom and school declines were reduced remaining 3 years from5 years.(Masato 2012)
9

The source of data is the official documents of MIC in Japanese. The author thanks to Professor Hirofumi Takada who provided the documents and translated and
explained them for the author.
10
Under the Act on Special Measures concerning Assurance of Educational Personnel for Compulsory Education Schools for the Purpose of Maintenance and
Improvement of School Education Standards enacted 1974, teachers have been provided preferential treatment for their salaries over other public officials. In 1980, the
salaries of teachers were higher than other state officials by more than 7%. However, preferential treatment has declined partly due to their fiscal difficulties. In 2012,
teachers’ salaries were just 0.3% higher than other officials (UNESCO 2015).
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The adjustment coefficients for small government which provides premium for their
diseconomies of scale were reduced since 2002. Municipality with a population of 1,000 lost 8 percent of
general revenues and municipality with a population of 4,000 lost 2.5 percent of general revenues.
Moreover, since 2007about 10 percent of total LAT are calculated by using simple per head and per area
funding formula. (Monchida 2008)
In addition to demand side for LAT amount, the trinity reform had impact on the funding sources
for LAT. One component of reform was to transfer some national tax revenues to be local tax revenues,
resulting in declines in funding resources for LAT subsidies. There were also other reforms attempting to
put disciplines on debt issuances of local governments. For example, under advanced consultation system,
local governments consult the MIC before issuing local bonds. In cases MIC disagree, local governments
can issue the bonds but its repayment costs would not be included in calculation of LAT. This would
discipline fiscal behavior of local governments by financial market Moreover, local governments are
required to report and disclose financial indexes, which indicate fiscal status of local governments, to local
assembly and the public. If such indexes reach the determined benchmarks, local governments are
required to formulate fiscal improvement plan (Mochida 2008 and 2012).
All in all, the trinity reform resulted in drop in local resources for education services and other
public services. Local governments needed to cut some inefficient costs, including merging small schools
and classrooms.
- Reform in national treasury disbursement:
Under the trinity reform, national treasury disbursement was reduced worth 4.3 trillion yens. In
exchange, the national tax revenues were transferred to be local tax 3 trillion yens. In sum, local
governments have higher amount of resources be allocated for their own specific purposes.
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Figure 2-14 Local governments’ increasing shares of education budget as a result of reform in national
treasury disbursement:

Source: Statistics Bureau websitewww.e-stat.go.jp and Mochida (2012), summarized by the author.

Such reform has incentivized local governments to reallocate resources from education budgets
under hard budget constraint regime mentioned above. Of total national subsidy reductions above,
education budget were cut 25% the highest one or in amount about 1.2 trillion yens (MIC 2005 and Nitta
2008). Consequently, ratio of local expenditures in education budget has increase. This simply suggests
that higher share of education resources are owned by the local governments. With budget constraints,
they are more ready to cut expensive and inefficient educational costs and move resources out to other
demanding public services such as the elderly welfare.
2.2.2 Why no strong resistance?
Unlike in Thailand, many stakeholders, not the only central government, get benefits of school
mergers. Under the fiscal system where education expenditures are shared by central and local
governments, the latter get most of cost savings and determine their reallocation for local people’s
interest. According to Ministry of Finance’s estimation, local governments received around 72% of total
cost savings from school mergers and closures. The local shares would rise as local shares of costs have
been increasing since 2004 mentioned above.
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Through the election system and representatives in local councils, local people involve in decision
making process of school merger and resources reallocation. From interview with some Japanese
education experts11, elected local governments and boards of education carefully consider and manage
school mergers and closures. They would not merge schools with discontents of the majority of people.
Some of them provided information on benefits and needs for school mergers and closure and did survey
on people’s opinion before making decisions on school mergers. So, despite some local resistances against
the school closures, there is no national protest rally like in Thailand.
Moreover, as local people could voice their governments and councils which service the cost
savings from school mergers should be reallocated to, they perceive school mergers as process of resource
reallocation between public services. As proportion of elderly population is getting higher and higher,
more local people concede to close small schools and reallocate resources to elderly welfare (Ohtake,
Sano 2010).This is in contrast to Thai situation that local people with no participation in the reallocation
process perceive school closures moving out resources of their local area and resist against them for
keeping resources in.
As mentioned in the section 2.2.1, local boards of education with legal authority to make
decisions on school mergers and closures could be influenced by local governments through budget
allocation and the appointment of boards of education. As local contribution rates in the education budget
have been higher, the influences have become higher. Furthermore, since Decentralization Law 2000,
local boards of education, appointed by local governments, can appoint superintendents without higherlevel governments’ permission.
Parents are compensated for additional costs of transportation as local governments are legally
required to provide them. The expenditure of bus service for students is included in calculation of entitled
amount of LAT. Moreover, although there is insignificant difference in academic outcomes, the parents
learn educational disadvantages of small schools in terms of social skills, for example, communication and
group-working skills. Traditionally, Japanese concept of education includes not only academic
achievement and character development (“Kokoro”) which includes cooperative attitudes or groupworking skills (Okamoto 2001). From interview with the education experts12, some students in small
11

This comment is given from Professor Hayo Masaaki and Akihiko Hashimoto. See the list of interviewees in Appendix 1.
This comment is given from Hayo Masaaki, Akihiko Hashimoto, and Miyazaki Satoru.

1212
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schools have few opportunities to do group activities and to practice interaction and communication with
the same-aged students and their senior students.
Table 2-1 Summary of benefits and costs from school mergers for different stakeholders in Japan

Unlike Thailand, principals and teachers are neutral to school mergers. They are regular rotated to
other schools by prefectural boards of education within prefecture in every 5-7 year (OECD 2004 and
Saito and Miura 2004). In cases where they are moved due to school mergers and closures, they just
follow the rule rather than are violated their right to hold the position in the current schools.
In conclusion, many stakeholders become supporter for school mergers and the resistances have
become weaker over time as local government can reallocate higher resources from the education budgets,
shares of elderly population have been increasing needing other public services than education and the
parents learn educational disadvantages.
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2.3 Test hypothesis
1.) Hypotheses
The study has two main hypotheses. First, local governments have more cost-saving incentives in
education services since 2000 which has accelerated school mergers and closures. Under the soft budget
constraint before 2000, local governments received subsidies to compensating inefficient costs. After
2000, with high accumulated debts, local governments started cutting inefficient cots. Then, fiscal reform
2004 systematically put harder budget constraint and allowed higher autonomy of local government in
educational resource reallocation.
Secondly, the resistance against school merger has become weaker over time. Under the system
where benefits of school mergers are distributed in favor of local government and people, the strength of
local resistance depends on local people’s preference and understanding on small schools. As shares of
elderly population have grown up reversing to declining shares of young population, increasing
proportions of local people have acknowledged the need to cut inefficient costs of small schools and the
need to reallocate resources to elderly welfare. In addition, local people and parents have realized the
learning disadvantages of small schools.
2.) Model, Variables and expected outcomes
To test the hypotheses above, the study estimates not only impacts of per-head costs and the local
resistances on school mergers but also their changes over three periods, 1990-1999, 2000-2003 and 20042011. The study uses the following model for the estimation:
Yit = b0 + (b1*X1it-1+ b2*X2it + b3*X3it-1 + b4*X4it) + (b5*X1it-1*t1 +b6*X2it*t1+ b7*X3it-1*t1) +
(b8*X1it-1*t2+b9*X1it-1*t2+b10*X1it-1*t2) + u

Capturing changes in impacts of variables in the period t1 (2000-2003)

it

Capturing changes in impacts of variables in the period t2(2004-2011)

The subscripts i and t stand for prefecture and time, respectively. The dependent variable, Yit, is
the number of schools closed in prefecture i at time t. Similarly, X1it-1is the logarithmic form of the
education cost per head in prefecture i at time t-1 or at the last year. The costs includes prefectural and
municipal per head expenditures. The variable X1it-1will capture the impact of changes in the per-head cost
on school mergers.
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X2it is shares of the elderly population in prefecture i at time t. This variable captures the effect of
the elderly population, which need resources for their welfares, on the school mergers. X3it-1 is number of
school closed down in population in prefecture i at time t-1. This variable captures the impact of the last
year’s school closures on the current year.
The study chooses to use the number of school closures in each year as the dependent variable
without taking into account number and proportion of small schools because the per-head cost variable
(X1it-1) already includes them. The per-head cost variable is derived partly from structure of school sizes
within prefectures. The higher proportions of small schools are, the higher per-head costs are as shown in
the figure 2-4.
In order to capture different impacts of variables above in different periods, two dummy time
variables are put into the model. The variable t1 represent the period 2000-2003 and t2 2004-2011.The
variable X1it-1*t1 will capture changes in impacts of X1it-1 in the period 2000-2003 from the period 19901999 and the variable X1it-1*t2 will capture changes in impacts of X1it-1 in the period 2004-2011 from the
period 1990-1999. This interpretation is applied to X2it*t1, X2it*t2, X3it-1*t1, and X3it-1*t2.
In order to control for the effects of distance hindering school mergers, the study adds X4it, school
density which is ratio of the number of schools per the inhabited area. Variable uitis the error term.
The study is interested in coefficients of three basic variables and their changes in different
periods which are reflected by their dummy time variables. The coefficients of basic variables represent
their impacts in the first period, 1990-1999. The coefficients of interested variables with dummy time
variables represent changes in their impacts in following two periods. Therefore, the total impacts in the
2000-2003 and the period 2004-2011 are sum of coefficients of basic variables and coefficients of
interested variables with dummy time variables, t1 and t2, respectively.
The coefficient of per-head cost (X1it-1) represent degree of local governments’ cost-saving
incentives to merge small schools. It is expected to be insignificant, implying that local governments,
facing soft budget constraint, do not respond to cut increasing inefficient costs in the period 1990-1999.
The coefficients of X1it-1*t1 should be significantly positive and its sum with coefficient of (X1it-1) should
turn to be positive. Similarly, The coefficients of X1it-1*t2 should be significantly positive and its sum with
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coefficient of (X1it-1) is expected to stronger positive. It is interpreted that local governments, facing harder
budget constraints, have more and more incentives to merge and close down schools responding to high
per-head costs in the second and the final period.
Table 2-2 Estimated impacts in different periods
Estimated impacts in different periods
1990-1999
2000-2003 (t1)
2004-2011(t2)
independent variables
log (per-head cost) (X1it-1)
b1
b1+ b5
b1+ b8
shares of elderly (X2it)
b2
b2+ b6
b2+ b9
school closures in the last year
b3
b3+ b7
b3+ b10
school density
b4
b4
b4
Table 2-3 Expected impacts in different periods
Expected impacts in different periods
1990-1999
2000-2003 (t1)
2004-2011(t2)
independent variables
log (per-head cost) (X1it-1)
positive
More positive
insignificant/negative
shares of elderly (X2it)
Significantly positive
school closures in the last year
Negative
Less negative
Less negative
school density
Significantly positive
The coefficients of (X2it) represent needs resource reallocation for elderly welfare. The coefficient
is expected to be positive in all three periods. The interpretation is elderly population support school
mergers and closures and reallocation of resources from education sectors to other public welfare they
needs.
B3 represents the strength of resistance against school closures. It is expected to be negative,
interpreted as following. During the 1990-1999, there were some local resistances against school closures.
When schools are closed down more in the last year than the previous years, school mergers are slowed
down in the current year as local governments are afraid of the resistances. The coefficients of X3it-1 *t1 and
X3it-1*t2 are expected to be positive, which makes their sum with the coefficients of X3it-1 less negative or
even zero. It is anticipated that the resistances become weaker and weaker in second and third periods as
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local people and parents have increasingly realized the learning disadvantages of students in small
schools. In case the sum is positive, more and more local people turn from resistors to be supporters for
school mergers, accelerating school closures.
For school density variable, its coefficient represents distance obstacle to school closures. It is
expected to be positive. The more proximate schools are located to one another, the higher likely schools
are to be closed.
The study uses the panel estimation method with prefectural fixed effects according to the result
of Hausman test. The fixed-effect method has benefit at providing a consistent estimator when the
unobserved prefectural factors are correlated with both number of school mergers and per-head costs.
The endogeneity problem is avoided because the current year’s number of school mergers and last
years’ per-head costs is not simultaneously determined. School mergers are done during the current
education year or at the end of current year while the per-head costs were determined in the last
educational year.
3.) Data
The study uses prefectural panel data from 1990-2012 to estimate the model. The source of all
data series is the website of Statistics Bureau, www.e-stat.go.jp, which collects data series of 47
prefectures from various state departments. The definitions and the original sources of the data are as
following.
The number of school closure is net declines of the number of public elementary school having at
least one student in each prefecture from the last year. The number of public elementary school is obtained
by School Basic Survey done by MEXT. The prefecture-level aggregated data have one main
disadvantage that they might not captures impacts of interested variables on total school closures because
school closures in some areas are offset by new school establishments in other areas within the same
prefecture. However, these data are the best available as the municipality-level and school-level data could
be accessed.
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Another survey provides the data of total school closures. However, it includes declines school
declines in number of schools without students. In Japan, some schools even have no students and still are
not registered as closed. Furthermore, as the author has researched, the panel data of total school closures
are publicly available just for four years and they are not arranged in ready-made forms for statistical
analysis.
The per-head costs of elementary schools are calculated by dividing the amount of government
expenditure on elementary schools by the number of students. The costs include the expenditures on
elementary schools paid by prefectures and municipalities. The costs are obtained from the “: Survey on
Local Educational Expenditure” done by MEXT and the number of students from School Basic Survey.
The shares of elderly population aged sixty- five years or above are obtained from “the
Population Census” (of MIC). The school density is obtained by dividing the number of school by
inhabited area of a prefecture. The area is obtained from Land Survey (全国都道府県市区町村別面積調) of
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism.
4.) Results
Most of the findings confirm the expected outcomes. The coefficient of cost per head in the first
period (b1) is negative at 5% significant level. It means when educational costs per head increase up 1% in
the last year, local governments closed six less schools down than in the previous year. This reflect soft
budget constraint regime where most of local governments had no incentive to cut the inefficient costs.
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Figure 2-15 The estimated impacts of per-head costs on school closures

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.**Significant at the 5 percent level.

Then, the coefficient turns to be positive in the second period (b1+b5) and stronger positive in the
final period (b1+b8). When costs per head increase up 1% in these two period, local governments closed
about 4 and 10 more schools, respectively, down than in the last year. In these two periods, budget
constraint regime became harder and harder. Local governments accelerated school closures responding to
increasing costs.
Figure 2-16 The estimated impacts of elderly shares on school closures

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
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The coefficients of percentage of the elderly are significantly positive at significant level 1% in
first period. If shares of elderly people rise up 1%, about one school will be closed more than the last year.
This means shares of elderly population grow up, higher level of agreement to close additional schools
down. This impact remains the same over the other two periods because the coefficients of the elderly
shares with dummy variables are statistically insignificantly different from zero.
For school closure variable, its coefficient is negatively small but statistically insignificant in the
first period. This means when school closures in the last year were higher than one year earlier, school
closures will be slowed down in the current year. However, the coefficients (b3+b7 and b3+b10) turn to be
positive at 1% significant level in the latter periods (see Figure 2-17). It confirms that local people and
parents increasingly agree to accelerate school closures.
The coefficient of school density in inhabited area (b4) is significantly positive, confirming that
closer schools are proximate to one another in a prefecture, higher likely it is to merge and close schools
(see in the table 2-4).
Figure 2-17 The estimated impacts of the last year’s school closures on the current year’s

*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
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Table 2-4Summary of the estimated results
Fixed-effects (within) regression
Number of observation = 987
F(12,46)
= 22.57
Probability > F = 0.0000
independent var.

R-square: within = 0.3019
between = 0.0186

estimated coefficient

standard errors

p-value

basic var.
log (per-head cost)
shares of elderly
school closures in the last year
school density
constant

-6.1**
0.74***
-0.09
0.89***
6.6

2.7
0.22
0.07
0.23
10.08

0.03
0
0.22
0
0.52

dummy (t1)
log (per-head cost)
shares of elderly
school closures in the last year
constant

9.78**
-0.2
0.3***
-60.46**

4.23
0.16
0.08
25.58

0.03
0.22
0
0.02

dummy (t2)
log (per-head cost)
shares of elderly
school closures in the last year
constant

16.03***
-0.21
0.26***
-101.44**

4.27
0.15
0.05
25.9

0
0.18
0
0.02

Notes: *** Significant at the 1 percent level.
**Significant at the 5 percent level.
*Significant at the 10 percent level.
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2.4 Conclusion
In Japan, small elementary schools closures and mergers were accelerated since 2000. There are
at least two main causes explaining for this development of school mergers.
First, facing harder budget constraint caused by high ratio of local debts per GDP local
governments and fiscal reform since 2004, local governments were incentivized to merge small schools
for cutting inefficient costs. Additionally, as a result of the reform, local governments had higher
autonomy to reallocate resources from education sector to other public services, for example, elderly
welfares.
Second, there was no strong local resistance because benefits of school mergers were distributed
to local stakeholders, unlike in Thailand. Local government could reallocate most of cost savings from
school mergers for other public services responding to local people’s needs. As local governments are also
legally required to provide bus services for students to schools, parents had no concern about additional
costs of transportation in case their students have to travel farther. In addition, principal and teachers are
not negatively affected from school mergers as they are normally required to move to other schools in
every five years.
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Chapter 3
Lessons Learned and Policy recommendations for Thailand
The two former chapters reviewed the situations of small schools and the development of school
mergers in Thailand and Japan, which illustrated similarities and differences between these two countries.
In Thailand, small schools tend to be low-quality and low efficient. As Thailand has become an
aging society with the falling birth rates, student enrollments have declined and the number of small
schools has increased to a half of total MOE schools. The demographic change is expected to continue,
thus, if no intervention is carried out, the number of small schools will increase further. This is one of the
main future challenges for Thai education quality reform. Considering how much more investment are
required to implement non-merger improvement strategies for these numerous small schools and budget
constraints, school closures and mergers which increase cost-efficiency seem inevitable to be
implemented along with other strategies.
However, the rates of school closures and mergers declined despite harder budget constraint. This
is because school closures and mergers under the Thai fiscal and educational systems incurred strong local
resistances against them.
Meanwhile, small schools in Japan are low efficient like Thailand, but they provide high quality
education for students as they receive adequate resources. Even with their high quality, rates of school
closures and mergers have been accelerated to be higher and higher after the year 2000. Facing harder
budget constraint, local governments under Japan’s current fiscal and educational systems have been
incentivized and enabled to influence local boards of education to conduct school closures and mergers
without strong local resistance.
This chapter derives two lessons learned from the comparison between Thailand’s and Japan’s
experience and proposes two policy recommendations for adjustment of Thai fiscal and educational
system in order to facilitate school closures and mergers.
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3.1 Two Lessons Learned for Thailand
Lesson 1 By different resource allocation frameworks, school mergers could be viewed as the
strategies not only for cost-efficiency improvement, but also for providing schools adequate resources and
for reallocating resources.
Under the current framework of resource allocation in Thailand, school mergers are mainly
perceived and debated as the cost-efficiency improvement strategy. According to MOE’s guidelines and
rules, schools are provided the determined per-head subsidies according to student enrollments with few
adjustments for students’ socio-economic background, school sizes or other factors significantly affecting
students’ learning outcomes. Small schools tend to have too few total resources to provide minimum
quality of education.
By the framework, the proponents claim school mergers leading to higher total resources for the
merged schools and then better quality while keeping the same per-head costs. Whereas, the opponents
argue that quality of education should be considered before per-head cost concerns and the underresourced small schools should be provided more resources up to adequate level by adjusting the
allocation framework rather than be merged to improve the cost efficiency.
In Japan, school mergers and closures are perceived broader than the cost-efficiency improvement
strategy due to different fiscal system. Its fiscal system for education service and the other services are
based on principle of fiscal adequacy for standard public service provision. Local governments with their
own insufficient resources and higher proportions of small schools tend to receive higher additional perhead subsides from the central government to provide legally determined minimum quality of education.
For example, local governments and boards of education are required to provide at least one teacher
responsible for each elementary classroom, regardless of its sizes, according to the MEXT’s rule.
When facing harder budget constraint, local governments who share some costs of the education
need to increase degree of the cost efficiency in order to achieve goal of providing the adequate resources
and minimum quality according to legal framework. By this framework, school closures and mergers are
strategies to achieve the goal of the minimum quality under more limited resources.
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Furthermore, school mergers are also viewed as resource reallocation for other public services.
Total education budget consist of specific subsidies for education and some portions from general
subsidies which local government on behalf of their people choose to allocate among public services.
After merging schools, local government could reallocate general parts of saved education budget to other
public services according to local people’s preferences.
Lesson 2 Local decentralization of decision-making on resource allocation could align the
incentives among stakeholders to merge small schools.
With highly centralized governance of public services in Thailand, the central government and
local people have different perspectives on school closures and mergers. When facing budget constraint,
the central government and MOE need to cut inefficient cost, including through school closures and
mergers, and also reallocate the resources among public services and investment. Meanwhile, local people
viewed school mergers as a way to remove resources out of their community. They might realize that not
only local resource constraint, but also school mergers make the situation worse. Moreover, they have no
participation in determining how resources are reallocated after small school mergers.
Local boards of education also have little influence in the resource allocation process, and are
legally required to follow the central government’s policies. They have fewer perspectives for trade-offs in
reallocation process. Therefore, they cannot align the central government’s needs to cut inefficient costs
and merge small schools, to local people’s interests.
On the other hand, under Japan’s higher decentralized governance, elected local governments
whose main legal authorities are to allocate resources among public services and to provide minimum
standard public services for local people align interests of stakeholders together. When the central
government faced budget constraint and provided fewer resources for local governments, they were forced
to find a way to provide minimum standard public services under more limited resources. They could
influence on the local board of education with legal authority to merge small schools. They communicated
reasons to close and merge small schools to local people and reallocated resources for other public
services according to local preferences. Local people also were able to give their representatives in local
governments and councils their opinions and show their preferences on how saved resources from school
merges should be reallocated.
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3.2 Policy recommendations for Thailand
Derived from Japan’s two lessons above, two policy recommendations are proposed designing
processes and rules in order to facilitate school mergers in Thailand.
1. Relax the current allocation framework when small schools are merged for providing schools
adequate resources and reallocating resources within the local area.
In current, school mergers are not perceived as the strategy for providing schools adequate
resources because of the current allocation framework. When small school are merged resulting in excess
resources according to MOE’s guidelines and rules, such excess resources could be reallocated to other
schools with sufficient resources outside the local areas13. Meanwhile, under-resourced small schools
within the local area would not be provided such resources if they have per-head resources according to
the guidelines.
By relaxing the framework, school mergers could provide schools within the local area adequate
resources. If there are excess resources after school mergers, such resources could be reallocated to other
under-resourced schools, regardless of whether the receiving schools have higher per-head resources than
MOE’s guidelines or not.
For example, in one local area where there are 10 small schools proximate to one another, local
people might agree to merge 8 small schools into 2 larger schools and maintain the other 2 small schools.
After merging, these two merged schools have higher ratio of teacher per students than MOE’s standard
and have more than one teacher responsible for one classroom.
Normally, these excess teachers would be transferred to other schools with lower ratio of teacher
per students than MOE’s standard. The receiving schools might already have the sufficient number of
teachers for classrooms despite the lower ratio and these schools might be outside the local areas.
Meanwhile, the two maintained small schools in the local area might have less number of teachers than of
classrooms.
13

The resources would be reallocated within Local Education Area (LEA) where schools are merged. However, LEA covers broader areas. Some LEAs cover the all area
of the provinces.
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The MOE would relax such rules and allow transferring these excess teachers to these two
maintained small schools regardless of their ratio of teacher per students.
Furthermore, the MOE would define some small schools, which would be closed impairing
students’ access to education, as “the protected schools”. MOE should be committed to provide adequate
resources for the protected schools according to their sizes.
In the long run, the MOE should consider revising the resource allocation framework by taking
into account school sizes, students’ socio-economic backgrounds, and other important factors for
calculating and providing adequate school funding. Meanwhile, the framework still needs to take budget
constraints in account.14
2. Transfer saved resources from school mergers to local governments or local community
organization in order to involve local people in decision-making of resource reallocation.
As all saved resources from school mergers currently return back to the central government who
would make decisions on resource reallocation, local people have no direct participation in the decision
process and, consequently, view school closures and mergers moving resources out of their community
and disagree to merge schools.
To allow local people participate in resource reallocation process and perceive school mergers as
the strategy for resource reallocation, some or most of saved resources should be transferred as subsidies
to local governments. For example, after small schools in the local areas are merged, demands for teacher
would decline and there would be excess teachers. When these excess teachers are retired, some of
budgets for their salaries would be treated as savings and would be transferred to local governments.
Through their representatives in the governments and councils, they could participate in decision-making
process not only whether schools should be merged but also how benefits or saved resources should be
14

One way is to use funding formula calculating adequate funding, taking into account school sizes, student socio-economic backgrounds and other variables with
significant impacts on education quality, each school needs to achieve minimum quality standard. Along with using such formula, local governments would be legally
committed to pay for some portions of minimum resources. While schools will receive adequate resources according to the formula and have no efficiency consideration,
local governments, with budget constraint, need to consider inefficient costs of small schools and limit them up to a certain level.
Another way is to include limited adjustment coefficient in the funding formula. For example, small schools might have 1.5 times of total resources of standard-size
schools. Or, poor students might receive 1.5 times standard per-head subsidies.
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reallocated. This would likely to incentivize local people and governments to merge small schools, which
align with the central government’s incentive.
This recommendation has varieties of design. The transferred savings above could be general
subsidy or specific purpose grants for education. In case the transfers are general subsidy, local
governments and people could reallocate resources from education sector to other public services. On the
other hand, some people are concerned that the reallocation from education sector might lead to
underinvestment in education sector. It could specify specific portions of transferred savings which must
be used only for educational purposes. This would reallocate resources within education sector from
salary budget, for which most of resources are used, to other items such as leaning materials development
or bus service for students who would have to travel farther to new schools after school merger.
Additionally, if some local people have no trust in capability of education units within local
governments, they might establish local community organizations which hire the education experts to
manage these resources for schools in their community.
Importantly, local people should be provided information about current stock of capital and
investment in the education service and other public services within their communities. With the
information, they can make reasonable decisions whether they should reallocate resources from small
schools to which other public services which might be underinvested. Or, they could consider whether the
current uses of resource within education sectors are suitable or not; if not, they could consider how to
reallocate resources from one item, for example, teacher salary budgets to other items such as new
learning materials.
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Appendix 1
Lists of Interviewees
1. Hayo Masaaki

2. Akihiko Hashimoto
3. Miyazaki Satoru
4. Hirofumi, Takada
5. Kaoru Okamoto

Professor of Faculty of Education Professor emeritus of Tokyo Gakugei
University, Researcher emeritus of National institute for educational policy
research in the Ministry of Education
Senior Researcher of National institute for educational policy research
Senior Researcher of National institute for educational policy research
Deputy Director, Young Leaders Program (School of Local Governance),
Professor at National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies GRIPS
Professor at National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies GRIPS
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